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TAKING OFF FROM TERRA FIRMA
to explore space is not a natural act. It requires a
supreme mastery of all sorts of scientific and engineering principles, a megapowerful punch of propulsion to
slip beyond the grasp of gravity as we know it, and, of
course, money. Lots of it. Shooting the space shuttle
into orbit, for instance, costs about $350 million per
launc h, according to t he National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). That's certainly not
pocket change. Keep in mind, too, it's merely one aspect
of humanity's ongoing effort to satisfY its insatiable urge
to probe the mysteries of the universe and, in the
process, improve our own lot here on planet Earth.
As aerospace technology advances, we eventually
reap the harvest in our ground-bound daily lives.
Remember, the cellular phone conversation you just
had was courtesy of a satellite. Chances a re that's where
today's weather forecast came from, too. You can a lso
thank the space program for such cultural embellishments as Teflon frying pans, computer bar codes, and
tennis rackets that can w ithstand the wrath of bad-shot
ballistics. "Technologies exist to send humans probably
anywhere we want," says Edward Bogucz, interim dean
of the L.C. Smith College of Engineering a nd Computer Science. "It's just a question of w hether the cost is
worth it for the benefits that anybody expects we would
receive. "
Life on Earth wasn't always like that, however. A
century ago, horses still hauled us around. The Wright
Brothers didn't take flight until 1903, Goddard's liquidpropellant rocket didn't lift ciff until 1926, and Echo I,
the w orld's first communications satellite, didn't enter
orbit until 1960. Then, of course, there was the Apollo
11 moon landing in July 1969-arguably t he greatest
achievement of the 20th century. Sure it took some seriously competitive Cold
War prodding - the Soviet
Union h ad shot Sputnik
into the hig h frontier in
1957 and cosmonaut Yuri
Gargarin in April 196 1.
Not only were Americans
soaked in a cold sweat over
trailing in the Space Race,
but also over t he threat of
national security. Nonetheless, President John F.
Kennedy's call to plant an
American footprint on the
moon by decade's end was
answered by NASA in just
Apollo 11 osrronour Neil Armstrong pur rhe firsr
foorprinr on rhe moon in 1969.
over eight years. "The conditions of th e time were
unique a nd, in what I think is one of the greatest
achievements in the history of the country, NASA fu lfilled Kennedy's goal, " says SU political science and
public administration professor W. Henry Lambright,
director of t he Center fo r Environmental Policy and

Space Shurrle Endeavo ur, wirh osrronour Dr. F. Srory Musgrove
'58 aboard, lifrs off from Kennedy Space Cenrer in 1993.

Administration at the Maxwell S chool of Citizenship
and Public Affairs. "Can you imagine doing that today
in less than 10 years? It boggles the mind w hat we did."
When astronaut Dr. F. Story Musgrave '58 signed on
with N ASA in 1967, he r ealistically believed a journey
to Mars was in his future. "We had the coherent organization and a vision that we could go anywhere in a
real hurry, so it was very reasonable for me to think
w he n I joined NASA that 30 years later I'd be going to
Mars," he says. "We're further away from Mars now
t ha n we were in 1967, much further away. It takes us
13, 14 years now to mount a ny program."
Musgrave, Lambright, and other NASA observers
cite the moon mission as a paradigm of w hat the country can accomplish with a clear, solitary vision. Today,
Lambright notes, the Washington leadership's primary
preoccupation is grappling w ith the federal deficit.
"We're restricted by budgets and accountants. We have
to have a bolder image of the world. We need to have a
goal that will provide a nobler purpose than simply balancing the budget," says Lambright, author of Powering
ApoLLo: JameJ E. Webb ofNASA. "My own sense is that the
goal w ill have to deal w ith planet Earth, and I think
space has a role in that goal - protecting a nd nurturing
t he planet. W e have to see t he Earth as this fragile ball
in space, a nd I've a lways felt that NASA had a tremendous role in this regard to t he planet."
Musgrave agrees, emphasizing the blessings that
space provides as a lookout post. "You need to look at
w hat space is all abou t; space is an observatory so you
can look out into the universe. It cannot possibly be
matched by g round-based observatories because they
can 't look across the electromagnetic spectrum, they
can't look out through the pollution and clouds and the
air itself. Space is the perfect p lace to have observatories- that's the real reason for being there," he says.
"It's about looking at Earth to he lp take care of it, look-
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ing at the big patterns that you can see from out t here.
Anything that benefits our stewardship of Earththat's a direct benefit of space. "
The question, of course, remains: Where are we
headed in space? The answer, naturally, lies with
NASA, which breaks down its mission into five arenas:
aeronautics, Earth studies, exploring and developing
space, space science, a nd space technology. While pursuing these paths, it strikes partnerships with other
nations, industry, the military, and academia, such as
the one it established with Syracuse University to create the Center for Hy personics on campus. (See related
story, page 18.) Like many other government agencies,
however, NASA is immersed in a budget-slicing transition. "Things w ere cut back in all areas of the budget
considerably in the last five year s, " says NASA
spokesman Michael Braukus. NASA, in fact, expects to
lop $4 billion from its budget between now and fiscal
year 2000-saving $40 billion since 1993 whiie operating under NASA Administrator Daniel S . Goldin 's
mantra of "cheaper, smaller, faster. " According to
NASA public affairs officer Beth S chmid, NASA will
devote 47 percent of its $13.7 billion budget for 1997 to
research and development.
At Kennedy Space Center in Florida, Gregory 0.
Grant '68 is witness to the change as management systems coordinator with United Space Alliance, a new
company developed to be NASA's sole prime contractor
for space shuttle operations. "United Space Alliance
works to assume many of t he responsibilities that had
been done by government NASA employees and also a
lot of other contractors in the past," says Grant, a ISyear veteran of NASA contract work. "There's a lot of
reorganization going on. You have t housands of people
and organizational charts that are alway s changing."

Despite such negative effects as job loss a nd program
cuts, some experts believe these changes direct NASA
back toward its original intention. "NASA's suffered
from budget cuts in terms of how ambitious it can be,
but there has been some benefit, I believe. Goldin has
really streamlined NASA and tried to get it back to its
roots as a pioneering research organization," says SU
professor Barry Davidson of the Department of
Mechanical, Aerospace, and Manufacturing Engineering. "NASA was not organized to manage routine spaceflight, like the shuttle. It was organized to push forward
the state of the art and try things that were risky and
hadn't been done before. They're pushing the fro ntiers
a little more than they were; they were very safe for a
number of years, particularly following the Challenger
disaster in 1986."
While the Challenger tragedy grounded the shuttle
program for more than two-and-a-half years, it didn 't
destroy NASA. After all, consider these highlights from
1996: NASA scientists unveiled the potential of primitive past life found in a three-billion-year-old Martian
meteor ite; astronaut Dr. Sha nnon Lucid spent 181 days
on Russia's Mir Space Station, establishing an
American record for living in space; the Hubble Space
Telescope continued to astound astronomers by beaming back images of Pluto's surface, colliding galaxies,
a nd quasars; t he Galileo spacecraft revealed several discoveries about Jupiter and its moons; two probes - the
Mars G loba l Surveyor a nd t he Mars Pathfinder-were
launch ed to explore t he Red Planet; and ice was spotted on th e moon.
Thirsting for more? In a joint American-Russian
experiment, there was a w heat harvest aboard Mir,
making one wonder: Are amber waves of microgravitygrown grain that far off in the future ? And later this
year NASA hopes to launch its first component in the construction of the $ 17.4 billion International Space Station, scheduled
for completion in 2002. While ma ny experts speculate over space colonies a nd
w hether manned missions w ill event ua lly
return to the moon and head to Mars, the
space station could be a step toward future
manned space ex p loration. "It's going to be
the building block for that," says NASA
spokesman Braukus. "Through this orbiting research laboratory, we w ill be able to
find and determine exactly w hat impact
space has on living systems. And w ith t hat
knowledge we'll b e able to branch out to
other bodies in our sola r sy stem, the moon,
or on to Mars. Some people see the moon as
possibly a testbed fo r d eveloping our technologies and strategies for making a
roundtrip to Mars, w hich would take
Ap o llo 17 astronauts photographed this picture of the nearly full m oon during
the final Apollo mission in 1972.
almost two years."
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STRETCHING COSMIC STRINGS

The Hubble
Space Te lescope provide d
this spectacular
view of Mars.

The moon? Mars? A permanent presence of homo
sapiens in space? It's all on the plate, just a matter of
time, patience, progress and, of course, financing. But
remember-only a few centuries ago Galileo, using a
telescope, observed Jupiter and its moons, and then
reported that Earth wasn 't the only center of revolution
in the universe. "People were very reluctant to believe
that everything didn't revolve around the Earth,"
say s SU professor Mark Bowick, a
specialist in theoretical high energy physics. "That showed
there could be other bodies in the universe that
are centers of attraction, and there are
bodies revolv1ng around things other than Earth.
This forced people to realize
Earth was not
special. Simultaneously, he
observed a lot
more stars than
people had noticed before, so
they w er e forced
to think of a bigger
universe."
And bigger and bigger a nd bigger, according to
the ground-breaking discovery
of American astronomer Edwin
Hubble. The universe, he concluded in 1929,
w as expanding. Amid the ballooning universe, Earth's
inhabita nts have also been intrigued by the question of
other life forms. If t he Life-on-Ma rs discovery pans out,
it "would just be part of this continuing realization that
we're less and less special," Bowick says. "I think that is
its main significance, but life is such a persona l, subjective kind of thing that everybody has an interpretation of
its significance. If y ou have only one example of a particular phenomenon, it's very difficult to understand and
appreciate until you have other examples, and then you
realize w hat's special a bout y our examp le. For a variety
of reasons, the more examp les you have, usually the richer the subject is."
That goes for theories of the universe as w ell.
According to the Big Bang theory, the univer se w as a

p1pmg hot piece of unimaginably dense matter that
blew up and ex panded as it cooled. When it w as about
the size of a mango, Bowick believes the universe generated strange formations known today as cosmic
strings. One centimeter of cosmic string-which
Bowick likens to elastic bands or lines- w eighs as
much as the Rocky Mountains and is 10 15 times thinner
than an atomic nucleus. Consider, for example, a cosmic
string 10 billion light y ears in length - that's how far
light will travel at 186,000 miles per second in 10 billion
years. "You can take that very long cosmic string and
put it inside an atom, and it would weigh 1044 tons," he
say s. "These weird things evolve in various kinds of
way s and, because of their high mass per uni t length,
can cause gravitational lumpiness and ultimately give
rise to the formation of galaxies and clusters of galaxies.
Using the theory of cosmic strings, y ou can predict how
lumpy the universe should be and compare it with
observations."
Beginning in 1991 , Bow ick, SU phy sics professor
Eric Schiff, then-graduate student L . Chandar G'94,
G '95, and post-doctoral researcher Ajit Srivastava
G'88, G'89 p erformed laboratory exp eriments that provided valua ble insig hts into the formation of cosmic
strings and the origin of the structure of the universe.
Their method of discovery: chilling liquid crystals that
are commonly found in digital display s like w atches.
During the cooling phase transition, the crystals' rodshap ed molecules, random at room temperature, group
up and fall into string-like black defect lines exactly

When cooled, liquid crystal molecules ( lefr) group together and form
defect lines ( rig ht) ana logous to cosmic strings.
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A space shurrle moves above
Earrh's horizon.

analogous to cosmic strings, Bowick says. To the
researchers, the liquid crystals served as a perfect
example of what could have happened to the universe
in that fraction of a split second after the Big Bang.
"The experiments actually confirmed some predictions
about cosmic strings and gave us confidence that we
can apply that theory to the universe," Bowick says. "It
may or may not be the explanation of large-scale structure. We don't know -and there are lots of competing
theories."
In the realm of scientific research, no matter the discipline, there's an unending search for answers to perplexing mysteries. Researchers constantly comb for
clues that might point them in the right direction. "It's
like a mystery story-you need as many clues as possible," Bowick says. "Otherwise, there are many different
directions you can take. Without those clues you're
very likely to go off in the wrong direction."

HllTING HIGH SPEEDS

No matter w here we go in space, there's one certainty:
It will involve hypersonics - the speed satellites need to
hit orbital velocity, the speed space vehicles strike during re-entry. What we're talking about here is very
high-speed flight-as in five or more times the speed of
sound, that's Mach 5 and beyond. It's not your average
trip on the interstate. Just listen to an astronaut
describe returning to the Earth's atmosphere: "It is just
unbelievable. Out the overhead window there's a huge
amount of fire and lightning and other things going on,
which makes you wonder how the vehicle stays together," Musgrave says. "But the same amount of energy
has got to be released as the rockets that launch you .
You start in Florida, you end up in Florida, without any
more energy. So all that rocket energy you put into getting that ship up there has to be released somehow in
the form of h eat or other electromagnetic things during
entry."
Ultimately, perhaps more than a couple decades
down the road, there will be a hypersonic vehicle that
would operate much like a plane, but zip back and forth
between the atmosph ere and space. "We want to understand high-speed aerodynamics in a way that we can
actually build a vehicle that can have a powered reentry, so it could perhaps fly down into the atmosphere,
fly around and then fly back into space. It needs to be
much more sophisticated than what has been developed
so far - not simply a falling rock on re-entry like
Apollo, or a falling brick like the shuttle," says SU professor Eric Spina, ch a ir of the D epartment of
Mechanical, Aerospace, a nd M a nufacturing Engineering. "To do this, w e r eally need a solid understanding of
the aerodynamics."
Before reaching that point, there's much work to be
done: efficient, lightweight, cost-effective materials that

can withstand the unforgiving friction, pressure, and
immense heat generated at high speeds must be developed; the transition from laminar to turbulent flow
must be completely understood, particularly at t he
point w here the change occurs; and air-breathing
propulsion must be mastered to lighten the heavy fuel
load rockets demand.
As SU's Dav idson points out, lightening the loadw herever possible -is crucial to cost savings. In the
future, Davidson predicts, state-of-the-art advances
will lead to hundreds of composite materials w ith specific applications. "Currently, none of these materials is
the end a ll," he says. "But they're g iving us a greater
array of choice to truly optimize the structure and to
use the appropriate material in the appropriate place."
OK, look ahead. Chances are such research will
undoubtedly have spinoffs-perhaps a passenger plane
that will blow the doors off the Concorde and turn jetsetting around the globe into a coffee-break timeframe.
"We really get incredible spinoffs from this kind of
technology," Davidson says. "They have found their
way into a host of industries and created jobs."
Back when engineers and scientists initially came
together to send a human to the moon, they needed to
master issues in computing, communications, materials,
and propulsion. "You n eve r would have anticipated the
consumer products that have spun off that," Bog ucz
says. "We didn't say we're going to the moon so we can
get new materials that are going to provide new coats
and frying pans. You don't know what will come out of
this broad area of aerospace technologies."
17
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ook at the 40-foot pipe stretching across a laboratory in the engineering building's basement and you
might think it's the remnant of some bygone boiler
room. Actually, the tube is part of the experimental hardware used by the Syracuse University Center for Hypersonics. The pump of a piston creates high pressures
and temperatures, allowing faculty and student researchers to explore the hypersonic realm, consisting of
conditions at least five times the speed of sound. "The
run is over in a few fractions of a second," says engineering professor John LaGraff, director of the center.
"The data and details of what happened can take a whole
day to look at."
The center, a collaborative effort between the
Department of Mechanical, Aerospace, and Manufacturing Engineering and the Northeast Parallel
Architectures Center, focuses on several areas, including
turbulent ~rsonic flows, high-temperature composite
materials, propulsion, and computational fluid dynamics, which employs high-performance eomputing in an
attempt to predict hyperSOnic flow fields. In 1993,
NASA awarded SUa five-year, $1 million grant to create the hypersonics center to promote an interest in the
field among future engineers. The SU progr'aJP-one of
three established in the countly-et1q)hasizes education
and r~ draws. about 15 to 20 students, includes
funding for six: gnu:1uilte students, and awards certificateS to ~ participants. They learn about
the discipline throu.gh eourses, work cooperatives, and
research at places like the NASA ~ Research
Center in Hampton, Vtrginia. "The mission is to educate
engineers in this technology and prepare people to participate in designing future aerospace vehicles that travel
at these very high speeds,"
says Edward Bogucz, interim dean of the College of
Engineering and Computer
Science. "Really, NASA is
planting seeds."
The seeds need to be
planted, too. Many experts
in the field, which began
evolving in the fifties, are
approaching retirement age
and NASA doesn't want the
technology to slip awayone reason why it harvested
proposals from the academic community to create
centers. "Instead of shutting off activity in hypersanies," LaGraff says.
"NASA decided to keep
it alive in universities
and small research-oriented
programs."
Professor Darry Dovldson (left) and graduate
That research pays off.
student 1\yon Hudson '95 prepare to test a
In conjunction with NASA
composite material's resistance to crock growth.

YPERSONICS

and SU graduate researchers, engineering professor
Eric Spina developed a hot-film anemometer, an instrument that measures changes in instantaneous velocity in
hypersonic wind tunnels. The device-about five
microns in diameter and less than a millimeter in
length- has registered turbulence measurements at
Mach 11-11 times faster than the speed of sound. "At
such high speeds and temperatures, air molecules actually break up,'' Spina says, "so things can get complex."
Mark Sheplak '89, G'92, G'95 did graduate and doctoral research with Spina, working at the NASA
Langley facilities on the anemometer. "Existing instrumentation really couldn't make the measurements we
wanted, so we developed instrumentation to take a step
in that direction," says Sheplak, a post-doctoral research
associate studying microelectromechanical systems at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "It allowed
us to capture time-resolved qualitative measurements in
flows that no one had ever done before."
SU graduate student Mike Kegerise '94 now does
instrumentation research under Spina's guidance at
Langley. "The challenge of trying to characterize anything in a high-speed environment," he says, "is extremely difficult."
Assorted other challenges exist as well, including
creating an air-breathing engine capable of operating at
hypersonic speeds. Such an engine would intake oxygen from the air like a jet engine, instead of carrying
the oxygen in a rocket. "The notion," LaGraff says, "is
to do something that's much more efficient than the
shuttle system."
One step in that direction is the development of the
supersonic combustion ram jet engine. As part of master's degree work at George Washington University's
Joint Institute for the Advancement of Flight Sciences
at NASA Langley, Atherton Carty '95 is experimenting
with supersonic shear-layer mixing, a method that uses
two nozzles, one inside the other, to mix fuel and oxygen.
"There are many hurdles," says Carty, an Our T101e Has
Come Scholar who studied at SU's hypersonics center.
"There is a question as to whether it can be done at all."
Hypersonic flight also requires materials that can
withstand the extreme surface temperatures and pressure generated at such speeds. As part of his research,
engineering professor Barry Davidson is experimenting
with ceramics matrix composites (CMCs) - ceramics
reinforced with a material like silicon-carbide fibers.
Davidson, a structural design expert who's worked with
the space shuttle program, is examining how CMCs
fracture to optimize their potential. "In aerospace structural design, weight is the name of the game," Davidson
says. "Saving weight either gives you higher performance or, in the case of spacecraft, gives you greater
payload. When you save on weight, you also save fuel to
get that weight into orbit, which lets you reduce the
structure even more because you're carrying less fuel.
It's very synergistic."
- JayCo.'l:
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really
exploited
the potential

of space from a technical point of view to the extent we can.
I think there's fundamentally new science to be discovered
if we estoblish o greater presence in space.
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SENDING UP SATELLITES
carefully monitored. "We know w hen t hey're going to
launch a nd w hat's on board so there are no su rprises,"
he says. "You don't want any surprises in terms of
missile warning. That's very, very important."
In keeping its eye on the sky, the 21st Wing
employs ground-based radar systems and Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites, w hich have infrared sensors
that immediately detect h eat
burn from missiles. In addition, there's the Groundbased Electro-Optical
Deep Space Surveillance
(GEODSS)
sy stem. "With these
great big cameras,
we can r ead Spalding on a basketball 22,300 miles
away," says Blaisdell. "If assistance is
needed by the shuttle, say they have a
problem with a piece
of equipment outside
the shuttle, it's not uncommon for them to ask
our GEODSS folks to help
th em out and see if they can
pinpoint the problem ."
Blaisdell also emphasizes the importance of the U nited States ma intaining
its advantage in space - both for security purposes
a nd the benefits of spin off technology. Commercia l
industry and the military, he says, must continue to
work together to advan ce the technology. As an
example, he say s dev eloping a common launch vehicle th at could handle a variety of p ayloads would
prove effi cient a nd economical. "Some w ould argu e
that space is a n expensive proposition right now,"
the commander says, "but I believe the cost benefits
are goi ng to be staggering . In t he next 10 to 15 y ears
y ou're going to see Amer ica and other countries
operating in a medium that is b eyond y our wild est
exp ectat ions."
The Milsta r satellite communicatio ns system conside red one o f t he most complex ever built - is a
prime example of how commercia l and mili ta ry
interests have pushed satellit e tec hnology forwa rd .
" If y ou fight t h e good fig ht in a pa rticular theater,

Consider the satellite industry. Hypersonic velocity-25,000 feet per second is w hat pops these pieces
of hi-tech machinery into orbit, says John LaGraff,
director of SU's hypersonics center. But ever since
they've been up there in working order, the world's
become a much smaller and more sophisticated
place. George W. Campbell Jr. G'77, president of
the National Action Council for Minorities in
Engineering (NACME), stepped into satellite technology in t h e m id -seventies as a magnetospheric
physicist at Bell Laboratories. "My research was in
trying to understand what was going on in the magnetosphere 23,000 miles up, where communications
satellites were," says Campbell, a 1993 recipient of
the University's Arents Pioneer Medal. "1 did a lot of
work o n solar-array technology a nd tried to advance
that t echnology and design solar arrays so they'd be
radiation resistant."
Today, satellites are routinely deployed and continue to provide critical information in communications, E arth and space studies, w eather, and defense.
According to the United States Air Force's 21st
Space Wing, t here are more than 8,000 manmade
objects in space, ranging from an astronaut's lost
glove to a bus-sized Indonesian communications
satellite. "It's our job to track these objects, catalog
them, and ensure that, in the future, as different
countries put satellites in space, we can partner w ith
the rest of the world and try to make sure there is
collision av oidan ce and no problems in t h e particular
orbit t hat t h ey're in," says Brigadier G e n e ral
Franklin "Judd" Blaisdell '71, commander of the
2 1st Space Wing h eadquartered at Pet erson Air
Force Base in Colorado. The wing, composed of 4 9
squadrons at 25 locations in 10 cou ntries around the
globe, tracks and catalogs objects as part of its spacecontrol mission and provides w orldwide missile
w arning for th e United States and Canada. U nd er
t he Nuclear Test Ban Treaty and other internat iona l
agreements, B la isd ell says m issile test la unches are

CommunicaTio ns saTe lliTes
give o n array
of invaluable
informaTio n .

Clouds swirl above
The conTinenTs in This
Apollo 17 phoTog ra ph of The EarTh.
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r. F. Stoty Musgrave is an American original, a
Renaissance rocketman whose job title of NASA
astronaut, strangely enough, seems to confine the
scope of his interests and expertise. Make no mistake,
the 30-year NASA veteran's vision extends beyond the
recognizable, imposed borders common to most of us.
The 1958 Syracuse University graduate holds six
degrees, including a doctorate in medicine and three
other advanced degrees, ranging from an M.B.A. to a
master's in literature. In conversation, he shifts with ease
from the intricacies of microgravity, subatomic particles,
and the mechanics of space shuttle operations, to the
poetly of the English romantics and American transcendentalists, parachuting, human performance, and the
Houston weather.
When Space Shuttle Columbia glided in for a landing
• Kennedy Space Center in florida on December 7,
1996, it marked the sixth and final shuttle flight for the
61·year-o.ld Musgra-ve, the oldest-ever space traveler.
The STS-80 mission covered seven million miles in 18
days, setting a record for NASA's longest shuttle trip in
space. According to one news report, a ground controller
joked to the shuttle crew during its extended stay, "We've
gotStotyupthereand now we can't get him back."
:Thcit statement's probably not far from the truth.
Musgrave undoubtedly is ready for several more journ~ "You bet:;" he says. "But I've had one heckuva run
of it; so I am tOtally accepting of things."
One heckuva run, indeed. Musgrave, who has flown
aboard all five shuttle$, was selected by NASA as an
astronaut-scientist in 1967. ·Since then, he has been
involved in a vast array of space-flight undertakings,
including the design and development of the Skylab program and all space shuttle extravehicular activity equipment; from spacesuits and life-support systems to the
nuumed maneuvering units. In 1983, he helped put those
devices to use, participating in the first shuttle spacewalk.
Musgrave has also piloted the shuttle orbiter, deployed
satellites, conducted medical and scientific experiments,
and. in a 1993 excursion that astronomers will applaud
fOr decades to come, helped repair the then-troubled
Hubble Space Telescope, performing three spacewalks
in the process.
Speaking from Johnson Space Center in
Houston a few weeks after his final flight,
Musgrave said he plans to work as a capsule
communicator in Mission Control through
the summer-his 30th anniversary-and
then see what else NASA has in store for him.
Space education, he says, is a priority. "I
will follow my calling, the same way I have
here, except I1l be flying in my imagination as opposed to reality," he
says. "I11 tty to catch what space is
all about, what the experience is
about, give that to other people, and explore what it is."

c

MAN

Following are excerpts from Musgrave's thoughts on
his years with the space program:

.

.. -

If you had to boil30 years of experience down to one
sentence, I'd say it's the quest for meaning. What does
it mean to be human? What is our place in the universe? That is what space is all about. It's about a
whole bunch else, too, but I think at root that's the
motivation.
There really is no one answer out there, there is no
one end. It is the journey that counts. It is the quest,
the pursuit for meaning. You cannot possibly achieve
the total answer, but it is part of the quest of und~
standing our physical universe, a human's reactions to
it, and the human pursuit of that knowledge. Its the
pursuit of the total environment that you can call
Earth/Solar System/Universe. The entire cosmos.
Our participation in that-&oin subatomic ~cles
on out to families of galaxies.

•This one was absolutely magnificent. I would have

to

call it the best in a sense that, as a crew member m
every single one, I've given my absolute best to
achieve perfection in the art ofcoJildtlcting<Unislsio!:L
But this one was special because it was a
gave me some time to run my own t~en~onal eocpen·•::
ments, to brush up on my ~r>l{l'&lib_y,
things you can see on
many ditlter<,~t
lenses, to experience night passes in a
spaceship, to look at the heavens-that
ness, to explore different orientations to zero
that are really kind of magical because our own sensors have been created by gravity. I treasure this one.
In fact, if I was going to have one at the end, this is
the one I would have wanted to have because I've gotten experienced enough and smart enough to know
how to pursue space. It doesn't come to you. You
have to pursue space like anything else.

•You're looking at•a great sand dune, seeing the geolo.

gy in the Near East, seeing how it is represented by
art, that relationship; looking at these huge tree-like
dty lake beds, these dty rivers; looking at the coraL
the atolls, the Bahama blues. You look with your
stomach, that's where you feel it-not so much the
eyes.

... -

·-

1 had an entty in which I was responsible for nothing.
I could see the team performing. look out the back
window-just take this entty in as an entty, and not
worty about the technical parts. That was really nice,
pure observation, taking the big scene in, watching
human performance, and seeing what the roots of it
were. You watch the roots, you watch the team work,

F. Story Musgrave '58
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your demand for communications with other
agencies is immense, " Blaisdell says. "We need
those Milstar satellites and the tremendous capability they have to provide secure communications, so the enemy can't tap into what you're try ing to do."
Carolyn Kelly '86 is a pay load systems engineer at Hughes Space and Communications Co.
in Los Angeles, where she's involved in radio frequency and data-rate work on the third and
fourth of six planned Milstar satellites. "You take
the lessons you've learned and then tweak
things," she says. "Once we get this one out the
door and up, we should be set."
Kelly believes these orbiting machines are the
future of communications. "At the forefront of
technology, there are a lot of challe nges. Once
you send a satellite up into space it has to work
for 7 to 10 y ears, so you have to make sure y our
designs are robust," she says, "because no one's
going to come out and fix them." CampbelL w ho
also worked on the power systems for Bell's
Telstar 3 system, eventua lly went from development technology and applications to helping
establish satellite performance standards as
AT&T's representative to the International Telecommunications Union Consultative Committee
on International Radio Communications. "My
opinion is we haven't really exploited the potential of space from a technical point of view to the
extent we can," he says. "I think there's fundame nta lly n ew science to be discover ed if we
establish a greater presence in space."

Ground-based rodor systems ore used to

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol13/iss3/6

trod~

satellites in space .
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et al.: Cosmic Calling

EDUCATION AND INSPIRATION
ments, such as a moc k-up of a next-ge neration
accelerometer that w ill measure mic rogravity acceleration on t he space station. "I definitely think w hen people see the space station, they'll start turning their heads
toward doing more in space," he says.
Liz Cordon, a junior aerospace engineering major,
explored hypersonics through SU 's progra m with a
work coop erative at GASL, a Long Island, New York,
company that performs high-speed testing. When she
talks about career goals, she has a definite vision:
becoming an astronaut. ''I've wanted to be one ever
since I can remember," she says. "I always go out to
look at the stars and am fasc inated by the idea that we
can leave the Earth and go out into the reaches of
space."
P erhaps for inspiration, Cordon could tu rn to astrona ut Lt. Col. E ileen Collins '78, w ho pursued her
dreams of flying and became the country's first female
shuttle pilot in 1995. "When I first decided I wanted to
be an astronaut, it was such a far off and w ild dream I
was embarrassed to tell any body," she says in The Space
Shuttle, a documentary.
In May, the 1996 Arents Pioneer Medalist is scheduled to pilot Atla ntis for the shuttle's sixth docking mission with Mir. "Nowaday s we have enoug h women
pilots in the military and enough women pilots with
experience in test fligh ts to compete to be astronauts,"
Collins told Syracwe Unive~vity Mapazine after her first
trip into space.
For n early 20 years, Nan cy Kobryn '67, G'69 has
done her best to inspire students to think abou t the high
frontier throug h numerous cr eative teaching practices.
T he Utica, New York, educator pursues the topic w ith
an unbridled passion that she in fuses in y oungsters a nd
adults a like. For years, she worked to get a m odel of a
space settlement built and accomplished the task. She
seeks out NASA scientists, astronauts, engin eers, a nd
others to help her spread t h e gospel of space. In Utica,
sh e g uides a chapter of Young Astrona uts, a nationwide
private ve nture d esig n ed to ge n erate e n th usias m.
"When children understand that y ou need to know science and mathematics to design spaceships, t h ey can
see a reason to study,'' she says. "For young children,
sch ool is very often bor ing a nd irrelevant to real life.
But w h en kids watch television a nd see astronauts having t he fun t hey do, t hey say, 'I'd like to do that.' Or, if
they don't want to go up, they want to b e a part o f that
excitemen t a nd adventure. "
At a lectu re in California, Kobry n once had a n elderly woman approach her a nd ask, "Wh at a bout m e -

One of the key ingredients, of course, is education. And
that means getting today's students interested in science
and engineering, especially at an early age. As an example, Campbell cites these statistics: In 1985, 8 percent of
the country's bachelor's degrees were in engineering.
By 1993, that figure dropped to 6 percent. In other
countries, that percentage is much higher. Twenty percent of the bachelor's degrees in Japan are in engineering, he says. Admittedly, a smaller fraction of the population might earn degrees in such countries, but "clearly their priorities are in a different place," Campbell
says. "Engineering still represents the heart and soul of
wealth creation in this country and around the world.
It's at the center of economic development and if we
don 't produce the kind of workforce that's n eeded in a
technology-intensive global marketplace, then we're not
going to compete very well."
Campbell remembers being inspired by Bell Lab scientists who visited his Philadelphia high school and did
"all kinds of wild demonstrations," including one with
model cars equipped with solar cells on the roof. "They
predicted that by 1975 all cars would be using solar cells
instead of gasoline," he says with a chuckle. Nonetheless,
his imagination was ignited. "I r eceived some very early
exposure to some of the exciting things that were happening on the frontier of technology,'' he says.
The same could be said for Sean Page, an SU senior
majoring in aerospace e ngineering. Page built model
a irpla nes as a y oungster a nd a sixth-grade fie ld trip
to the NASA Lewis R esearch Center in
C leveland, Ohio, cem ented his fascinatio n with the aerospace fi e ld.
''I'd a lready seen the space shuttle on TV, " he says, "but seeing
that atmosphere up close realty
helped me decide w hich way I
Eileen Collins '78
wanted to go."
Page h eaded in t hat direction,
too, intern ing for four summ ers at NASA Lewis . To
him, it's been a rewarding
experience. H e's been involved in projects conn ected to both t he space
s huttl e a nd t h e Inte r nationa l Space Station.
His NASA mentors, he
says, match ed his interests a nd exp eri e n ce
with ongoing exp eri22
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Astronaut [lruce
McCandless tries our a
manned maneuvering
unit in 1984 during the
first unrerhered space
wa ll~ .

TURNING DREAMS
INTO REALITIES

am I too
old to go? "
Not
in
t he opinion
of Kobryn ,
w ho, like a ll
sp ace enthusiasts, sees a w ay of
life beyond this world
m the futu re. "I t hink t he
conqu est of space has a n attraction
for young and old . W e are a t th e point
w h ere we can realistically cont emplate
new w ay s to live in outer sp ace that w e
w ere nev er able to contemplate b efo re on
Earth," sh e says. "It just has su ch incredible p otential
for changing the q ua lity of life not just fo r child ren, b u t
for everyone in t h e world . And I think people should
know how to use this tech n ology to open the doors of
opportunity."
T h at, it seems, is certainly a thought worth con sider ing . And, as ma ny space experts point out, t h e p ractical
b enefits of long-term science a nd technology activities
are not a lway s r eadily apparent . Faith, S U's Lambr ig ht
says, must figure into th e formu la. "Faith that there is
k ind of a div idend to th e na tional spirit from ex p loration ," he says. "Faith th at there is a r eward to us as a
species for r eaching out. "

Virginia C. Simons '4 2

A Syracuse University degree in
nutrition science helped Virginia C.
Simons' dreams come true. Now the
1942 graduate is turning dreams into
realities for a new generation of
students. Her donations h ave
provided scholarships and faculty
awards and allowed the College for
Human Development to purchase
state-of-the-art equipment. Her
generosity has enhanced the college
experience for countless students and
helped make them eminently more
qualified for the working world.
Virginia's generosity h asn't stopped
there- she'll continue fueling
dreams through generous bequests
in her will.
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For more information about ways
you can support Syracuse
University's students through a
bequest or life income gift, write or
phone Andrea Latchem , senior
director, in the Syracuse University
Office of Planned Giving,
820 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse,
N ew York 13244-5040.
31 5-443-2 135
Space shuttle a stronauts perform extravehicular activity.
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